
WORKING TITLE: BEA & SOFIA
Treatment

written by Isabel Pask

LOGLINE:

When Sofia’s younger sister falls into a bout of depression, she steals her away from college to hike
across the Grand Canyon in an attempt to inspire recovery and heal their own relationship.

CONCEPT/EXPLORATIONS:
How do you love someone in the way they need to be loved and not the way you want to love them?
Is love about the relationship or is it about the person you’re loving? Is it a selfish or selfless act?

This movie wants to be a continuous conversation. It explores the world and language that siblings
share and those things change and grow between childhood and adulthood. It asks us how we view
mental illness and how we can take care of the people we love most.

Visually, we’re seeing two figures in an expansive natural space, at times feeling very
alone and other times the only human connection the other has.  It is ultimately a love
story, perhaps the greatest love story of their lives.

INSPIRATIONS/TONE:
Camping/Dynamic of Sisterhood/Mental Illness/Roadtrip Movie

Tracks/Wild/Y Tu Mama Tambien/Unpregnant: Journeys, camping, road trips
Certain Women, Nomadland, honest, raw, real diagolue
Obvious Child/Ladybird: Portrait of what it’s like to be in a certain era of life
Call Me By Your Name/Portrait of a Lady on Fire/Before Trilogy: Magical landscape/setting against
intimate conversations.
10 Things I Hate About You/Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants/Bend it like Beckham/13 Going on
30/Divine Sisterhood/Little Women: Early 2000s sisterhood/friendship/romance

CHARACTERS:
Sophia: 26. Hopelessly romantic, and a little controlling. Believes she can fix anyone and anything.
References: Selena Gomez, Camila Mendes

Bea: 22. Highly intelligent, stubborn to a fault. As romantic as Sophia, but hides it better. Currently
in the throes of a depressive episode.
References: Auli’i Cravalho, Jenna Ortega, Odessa A’zion

Gabriela: (20s-30s). Only seen in flashbacks. Bea and Sofia’s mom. Puerto Rican. Kind, warm,
artistic, trying to balance being a mother and fulfilling her dreams.
References: Gina Rodriguez, Michelle Veintimilla

Jack: 26. Nice guy syndrome. Kind, albeit a little clueless. Progressive in politics but not always in
behavior.
References: Jordan Fisher,  Tom Holland,



Nevada: 25. Full of life. You definitely want to be friends with her. Curious, unassuming,
adventurous.
References: Nathalie Emmanuel, Lee Rodriguez

VISUAL TONE AND INSPIRATION
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